Ghost Shrimp
Corbina on the Surf

Recipe:
Hook::
Thread:
Shell back:
Head & Body:
Eyes:
Ribbing:
Legs or Beard:

Saltwater #1 or Smaller
Mono Filament or Color to Match
Clear Scud Back or Color to Match
Medium or Large Tinsel Chenille/Color to Match
Barbell Mono Eyes (Black) or Dumb Bell for weight
Silver Wire.
Buck Tail (Color to Match).& Pearl Crystal Flash

1. Using the thread make a base over the entire shank. Coat with head cement or
Zap a Gap.
2. Tie in at the bend of the hook a small amount of buck tail topped with 6 strands
of pearl crystal flash.
3. Lay shell back over buck tail & tie in. Tie off leaving the forward piece long and
the trimmed end over the buck tail.
4. Tie in mono eyes and drop some head cement or Zap a Gap to help keep the eyes
in place and then wrap some medium chenille building up a head. Tie off chenille and
remove and fold the shell back over the chenille forming a shell for the head. Secure
the shell back in front of the head with a few wraps of thread.
5. Rotate vice or turn fly over. Tie in some Crystal Flash for legs or beard.
6. Return vice or fly to starting position. Tie in silver wire to be used as ribbing later.
7. Move thread to the hook eye and tie in chenille and wrap the body back to head
and forward to hook eye and tie off leaving enough room for shell back and final tie
off.
8. Pull shell back over chenille and tie of and trim leaving flap over hook eye. Rib
with silver wire to secure shell and tie off. Add a drop of head cement or Zap a
Gap.

